Evaluation of progenitor cell cultures from human embryos for neurotransplantation.
Human neural stem cells (HNSCs) are used in studies of neural development and differentiation, and are regarded as an alternative source of tissue for neural transplantation in degenerative diseases. Selection and standardization of HNSC samples is an important task in research and clinical approaches. We evaluated embryonal brain matter obtained from human 8-12-week-old fetuses by means of flow cytometry on a panel including: nestin; vimentin; NeuN; GFAP; beta-tubulin III; CD56; N-Cad; OB-Cad; HLA-ABC; HLA-DR; CD34, and annexin. Samples from embryos of even the same gestation differ dramatically regarding neural cell development, their phenotype and viability. The samples containing the highest proportion of stem cells and multipotent progenitors of neural types, and the least of definitive cells and antigens of histocompatibility, were selected for further expansion in serum-free medium. Secondary phenotyping 14 days later revealed again a marked heterogeneity of the cultures. For the final culturing for 24 h in a serum-containing medium we selected only samples having following phenotype: nestin+, and vimentin+ no less than 25%; HLA-DR+ and CD34+ no more than 5%; GFAP+ no more than 10%; beta-tubulin+ no more than 20%; CD56+, N-Cad+, OB-Cad+, HLA-A,B,C+, and annexin+ no more than 15%; cell viability no less than 60%. Immunocytochemical study of selected samples proved that numerous neural stem cells, and neuro- and glioblasts necessary for transplantation were present. Our results demonstrate that the flow cytometry phenotyping allows the screening and standardization of HNSC samples for further expansion and transplantation.